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ADC .... add with carry 

AND .... and (with accumulator) 

ASL .... arithmetic shift left 

BCC .... branch on carry clear 

BCS .... branch on carry set 

BEQ .... branch on equal (zero set) 

BIT .... bit test 

BMI .... branch on minus (negative set) 

BNE .... branch on not equal (zero clear) 

BPL .... branch on plus (negative clear) 

BRK .... interrupt 

BVC .... branch on overflow clear 

BVS .... branch on overflow set 

CLC .... clear carry 

CLD .... clear decimal 

CLI .... clear interrupt disable 

CLV .... clear overflow 

CMP .... compare (with accumulator) 

CPX .... compare with X 

CPY .... compare with Y 

DEC .... decrement 

DEX .... decrement X 

DEY .... decrement Y 

EOR .... exclusive or (with accumulator) 

INC .... increment 

INX .... increment X 

INY .... increment Y 

JMP .... jump 

JSR .... jump subroutine 

LDA .... load accumulator 

LDX .... load X 

LDY .... load Y 

LSR .... logical shift right 

NOP .... no operation 

ORA .... or with accumulator 

PHA .... push accumulator 

PHP .... push processor status (SR) 

PLA .... pull accumulator 

PLP .... pull processor status (SR) 

ROL .... rotate left 

ROR .... rotate right 

RTI .... return from interrupt 

RTS .... return from subroutine 

SBC .... subtract with carry 

SEC .... set carry 

SED .... set decimal 

SEI .... set interrupt disable 

STA .... store accumulator 

STX .... store X 

STY .... store Y 

TAX .... transfer accumulator to X 

TAY .... transfer accumulator to Y 

TSX .... transfer stack pointer to X 

TXA .... transfer X to accumulator 

TXS .... transfer X to stack pointer 

TYA .... transfer Y to accumulator 
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Major Feature 

System System 

Subsystem Subsystem Subsystem 
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System System 

Subsystem Subsystem Subsystem 

















Trees may get in your way, 

but just keep going! 

It’s all about dodging 

demon snakes! 















About 3 lbs Hydrogen 

Ingredients 

Instructions 

Add Hydrogen to early Universe. (If you don’t have an early 

Universe, you’ll need extra Hydrogen.)  

 

Wait approximately 13.8 billion years, or until apple pie 

forms. Allow to cool before slicing. Serve with vanilla ice 

cream. 
Photo by Joe Hall 

Sagan Apple Pie 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/joebeone/181803048
https://www.flickr.com/photos/joebeone/181803048
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* I’m not a mathematician, but this definitely feels truthy. ** 

 

** Or define ℕ to be “numbers expressible by Int.” *** 

 

*** I love math. You can define anything you want. 









😱  

Some plumbers are 

pretty lousy, even if 

they have a license. 

“Hello World” is cute, but 

clearly there’s more to 

being a good developer. 

Is it unfair to point out 

that some developers 

are lazy? 

OK, fine. But what are 

we supposed to do 

with all that? 

Shouldn’t I still close 

low-quality Stack 

Overflow questions? 

O(n2) and worse 

do matter in many 

real-world cases. 



This adventure 

needs a map! 

functor 

What is this 

magical thing I 

have found? 
If only I could 

change one to 

the other! 

[Straw] [Gold] → 

This adventure 

needs a map! 

map() 

The Hero’s 

Journey 

(thing that can be mapped) 



😱  
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